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TEXTS

Health, Nutrition
Recommended:  Good Medicine, Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine.

CARNIVORE DIET DOCTOR vs VEGAN HEALTH GURUS
PLANT BASED NEWS  YouTube - Apr 28, 2018
Vegetarian diets and health: the voice of science needs to be heard
theconversation.com/vegetarian-diets-and-health-the-voice-of-science-needs-to-be-he...
Dec 3, 2017 - Are vegetarian diets the key to healthy aging, or could they be a health risk? These questions are a source of confusion for the general public, ...
Alternative Press Center: Vegetarian Voice
www.altpress.org/mod/apc_directory/index.php?function=display&id=188
Vegetarian Voice: Perspectives on Healthy, Ecological and Compassionate Living. Publisher. North American Vegetarian Society. Publisher URL.
Vegetarian voice. (Journal, magazine, 1900s) [WorldCat.org]
www.worldcat.org/title/vegetarian-voice/oclc/6564747
Get this from a library! Vegetarian voice.. [North American Vegetarian Society,:]
Can giving up meat or becoming vegetarian affect your voice ...
https://www.themodernvocalistworld.com/.../8242-can-giving-up-meat-or-becoming-...
My voice has become darker in timbre and I'm having a hard time .... I guess I'm on a vegetarian paleo diet except that I eat Greek yogurt tho I ...

Vegetarian Organizations, Google Search 10-21-18

North American Vegetarian Society Membership | Join NAVS
https://navs-online.org › Uncategorized › Membership
$22.00 to $2,000.00 - In stock

NAVS members receive a free 40 recipe-card set, 10% discount on all merchandise orders, access to our exclusive Video Gallery and Vegetarian Voice ...

Vegetarian Voice
www.vegetarianvoice.com/

The Vegan Voice theveganvoice.org/

VegWorld Magazine is the world's first digital interactive vegan magazine designed especially for tablets – but available on all devices. Much of our exciting new ...

Videos
The Voices of Vegan | Why Vegan
World of Vegan YouTube - May 4, 2015

The Vegetarian Voice | An examination of all things vegetarian in San ...
https://thevegetarianvoice.wordpress.com/

An examination of all things vegetarian in San Francisco.

Images for Vegetarian Voice

More veg/vegan organizations
View 2+ more
American Vegetarian Association
Vegetarian Society
International Vegetarian Union
Viva!
Vegan Outreach
The Vegan Society
Vegan Friendly

PROTECTION OF ANIMALS, SYMPATHY, EMPATHY, COMPASSION

PETA Global guides us to actions for cruelty-free foods. See the Autumn number.

“How PETA Is Veganizing Everything.”

New Book:
The End of Animal Farming: How Scientists, Entrepreneurs, and Activists Are Building an Animal-Free Food System by Jacy Reese, Google Search, 11-8-18

Jacy Reese on Twitter: "This is a frog factory farm. In my #TheEndOfAnimalFarming book tour, I end every talk with the future frontiers of humanity's moral circle. I argue that confining and exploiting even the tiniest sentient beings might be seen as a moral atrocity by our descendants. HT @JohnOberg… https://t.co/mdQ9T8q4pA"

Twitter - Oct 3, 2018

Jacy Reese: How to help animals effectively from Jacy Reese: The End of Animal Farming
Livestream - Sep 6, 2018

Jacy Reese on Twitter: "An author's dream... I proposed to Kelly in my book, showed it to her on a rowboat in Central Park, and she said yes! Thanks @BeaconPressBks for keeping a well-guarded secret. Thanks Adam for secretly filming us from behind a tree. I love you, Kelly! #TheEndOfAnimalFarming 😍💍👰... https://t.co/4yUYW1Nr62"

Twitter - Jul 9, 2018

Can we end animal farming by the end of the century? - Fast Company
https://www.fastcompany.com/.../can-we-end-animal-farming-by-the-end-of-the-cent...2 days ago - In a new book, The End of Animal Farming, Jacy Reese, the research director and cofounder of the nonprofit think tank Sentience Institute, ...


The End of Animal Farming by Jacy Reese | PenguinRandomHouse ...
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/...end...animal-farming...reese/978080701945...
A bold yet realistic vision of how technology and social change are creating a food system in which we no longer use animals to produce meat, dairy, or...

THE END OF ANIMAL FARMING by Jacy Reese | Kirkus Reviews
Aug 21, 2018 - Moral arguments for ending animal farming, including an instruction guide for those who want to take part in the movement.

The End of Animal Farming: Book Presentation by Jacy Reese Tickets ...
https://www.eventbrite.com › ... › Seminar › Charity & Causes

Eventbrite - Yale Effective Altruism presents The End of Animal Farming: Book Presentation by JacyReese - Thursday, November 8, 2018 at William L. Harkness ...Thu, Nov 8 William L. Harkness Hall 117, New Haven, CT, US

The End of Animal Farming, Effective Altruism, and the Quest to ...
https://www.onegreenplanet.org/episode-forty-two-jacy-reese/
In this episode, I speak with Jacy Reese, co-founder of the Sentience Institute. ... He is currently writing a book, The End of Animal Farming (November 2018), ...
The End of Animal Farming with Jacy Reese - Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/events/284114332159651/
Jacy Reese is the Research Director at Sentience Institute in the United States. His TEDx talk has garnered over 70,000 views online. Join Reese as he takes ... 

Remember Orwell’s Animal Farm (1954)
Vivien Halas

Climate Warming, Catastrophe
Protection of Planet, Carnism, Climate Catastrophe, Mitigation, Adaptation

Recently, for choosing vegetarianism and veganism, people are adding to health for themselves and empathy for animals their awareness that meat eating (carnivorism, carnism) contributes to global warming and climate change. These three motives constitute a powerful agenda for choosing a VV lifestyle.

Climate Chaos: Mitigation and Adaptation
National Advertising for Vegan
Avoid Extreme Climate Change: Stop Eating Meat

Book: The Climate Majority: Apathy and Action in an Age of Nationalism (UK)
Animal food and greenhouse gases.

Climate Catastrophe Mitigation and Adaptation

PETA Global: Fight Climate Change by Going Vegan. outstanding articles on vegetarian/vegan opposition to meat. In its Autumn 2018 number PETA Global ratchets up its campaing against carnivorism/carnism. Arguments on Why Eating Meat is Bad for Humans and the Planet “Botched As Usual” article on slaughterhouse hell. Celebrates Generation Z.

Climate Change, Extreme Weather, Resistance
Vegetarian/Vegan Diet vs. Fossil Fuels:

Google Search of “Scholarly Articles on Meat Eating and Climate Change”

**Climate Catastrophe Long-range Mitigation and Immediate Adaptation**

Vegetarianism, Veganism, and Climate Change, Google Search 3-14-18

Clayton: OMNI Climate Book Forum 1-7-18
OMNI Climate Book Forum on Agriculture
Taxing Meat for Climate
Tyson Foods and Exxon
Vegetarian Diet v. Fossil Fuels Emissions
Taxing Meat for the Climate

Vegetarian Vegan Diet and Climate Catastrophe, Google Search, 11-7-17

**Global Warming, Climate Catastrophe, Change the System Not the Climate**
Braun, Meeting Paris Goals vs Eating Meat
Krantz, Al Gore’s *An Inconvenient Sequence* Underreports Harms of Eating Meat, but still an important film by one of the leaders of global warming resistance
Documentary *Meat the Truth (2008)* on Livestock Gas Emissions Relevant Today?
Fight CC: Choose Vegetarian/Vegan

Hardcover $10.65

Protest Kitchen: Fight Injustice, Save the Planet, and Fuel Your Resistance…
Carol J. Adams
5.0 out of 5 stars 3
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Click here for text of Dick's KPSQ radio editorials